Because life’s too short to drink cheap beer!
Pinelake H3 Hash #1137 – March 7, 2009
Hared by Little Willy and Grape Nuts
Start: W.D. Thompson Park on Mason Mill
Spring has sprung in Georgia, and our
faithful Pinelake hashers took full
advantage of the wonderful weather by
showing up for a great trail with a little bit
of everything.
The hounds met up in W.D. Thompson
Park, a quaint little neighborhood park on
the northeast side of town. Our HashCash
mistress, Star Whore, had neglected to
bring the cash part of HashCash, so there
was some fumbling for proper change, but it
all worked out.
No virgins were dragged along, so after a
quick chalk talk, Grape Nuts headed out to
lay us a “live” trail. The actual “live-ness” if
trail was somewhat disputable. Ten minutes
later (when did we switch to 10 minutes, by
the way?) the pack set off. Flour led us
down into the creek bed that links up with a
fork of Peachtree Creek, and there were no
complaints about a little water when the
weather was so nice. The front runners led
us off to the right, only to discover a CB17,
much to the chagrin of all. We turned
around and went the other direction, worked
a few more checks, and hiked up a nice little
girl scout path to the top of a hill. The
hounds were again frustrated by a YBF at
the top.
Some hounds backtracked to the last check,
others just cut straight down hill, where they
found trail that led to the ruins of the old
Mason Mill, in Emory’s Lullwater Park.
Trail continued through the park, through
the creek into the VA hospital parking lot,
and under Clairmont Road. We traipsed
through an apartment complex, which is

normally full of Emory co-eds sunning by
the pool. Various members of the Mag7
were disappointed when Lots of Practice
informed them that Emory was on Spring
Break and the co-eds were sunning in
Mexico instead.
After a bit of train tracks and another park,
the hounds found themselves at a
Turkey/Eagle split. The old timers took the
Eagle, the young and the restless (and lazy)
took the Turkey trail. Both ended up in the
Medlock Park neighborhood, home of
many hashers – Spread Eagle, Tail
Gunner, Lots of Practice, Cheetah, and, of
course, Little Willy. We knew we couldn’t
be far from the end, but somehow our hares
managed to loop us all over the
neighborhood before giving us the
satisfaction of a large “BN” in the middle of
the road.
Eventually, all the hounds made it to the OnIn, where we sipped the sweet nectar of the
Hash Gods and munched on orange stuffs,
supplemented with Girl Scout cookies. Tail
Gunner appeared, though no one had seen
him at the start. Though he lives in the
neighborhood and had emailed Little Willy
promising punctuality, he still managed to
arrive late. Typical.
Since our JMs were absent, Star Whore led
circle. Down-downs were given to our
Front-Running couple, Spermier and
Slippery When Wet. Our hares and DFL,
Shiggy Pits, had there turn too. They were
followed by a rousing Old Timer Story
from Rat’s Ass and Tail Gunner. Special
presents (pins to add to bibs!) were given to
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various hounds for their shenanigans on
trail. Rule 6 infractions included Lots of
Practice checking her mail on trail (hey, it’s
not her fault trail went right by her house!)
and WiseCracker, Cheese Nips and House
of Boobs for being gone-too-long. Many
hashers had a tough time coming up with
down-down songs, so they got to join in the
fun. Adorable hash spawn, Ink Spot, had a
birthday (lemonade) down-down for making

it through three years of putting up with
Squid Dick and Size Doesn’t Matter. The
rest of the down-down beer was downed and
Star Whore closed circle. The pack headed
over to the On-After at Los Loros for strong
margaritas and delicious Mexican treats.
ON-ON! Your faithful scribe, Lots of
Practice

Upcoming Trails:
Pinelake #1138 (3/14/09) Pink Slit, Leaky Faucet and Royal Fuck – “Luck of the Arsh” Hash •
Pinelake #1139 (3/21/2009) Little Easy • Pinelake #1140 (3/28/2009) Yassir Creamer

Special Events:
April 4, 2009 – Pinelake vs. Atlanta Kickball Death Match! Stayed tuned for details!
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